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X-ray and radiochemical methods. Ruthenium was 
discovered in Russia, and a book on it by a Russian author 
continues the tradition. The original is one of a series 
intended to comprise about fifty volumes and t.o be 
completed in about five years, issued by the Institute of 
Geochemistry and .Analytical Chemistry of the U.S .S.R. 
Academy of Sciences. The translation leaves much to be 
desired; incorrect chemical names are used and sometimes 
impossible chemical reactions are given. Only an expert 
chemist could find a way through the mistakes. All three 
books have good bibliographies. J. R. PARTINGTON 

SHOCK WAVES AND CHEMISTRY 
Chemical Reactions in Shock Waves 
By Edward F. Greene and J. Peter Toennies. Pp. xvi+ 352. 
(London: Edward Arnold (Publishers), Ltd., 1964.) 65s. 
net. 

IN the past fifteen years, shock waves have become an 
important experimental tool for the physical chemist. 

In the shock tube, gas temperatures of thousands of 
degrees are attained within a few mole?ular collisions
instantaneously, in fact, compared with the rate of 
vibrational relaxation and chemical reaction. The gas 
is only heated for a millisecoi:id, but ~he dev:eiopment ?f 
photoelectric and other optical devrces with .a rapid 
response makes it possible to measure both relaxat10n rates 
,ind equilibrium properties wf thin thi~ time. . . 

The first two-thirds of thIB book 1s a revised version 
of a monograph first published in 1959 in Fortschritte ~e 
Physikalischen Chemie, which d~scribes the hydrodynar~nc 
theory and experimental techniques used. It opens with 
a chapter comparing the shock ~u?e ~o other methods, 
and listing its advantages and hm1tat10ns. Among the 
latter might well have been included the difficulty in 
varying pressure and temp?rat~re indepen~en!ly ove~ a 
wide range, and the complications that arise m maku~g 
rate measurements in an adiabatic system. Exothermrc 
reactions, in particular, are difficult because the flow is 
potentially unstable behind the front. . . 

Tho next two chapters derive the conservat10n equations 
needed to calculate the density and temperature of the 
hot gas, and show how they ?an be sol:"'ed for r~al gases. 
The complicated procedures mvolv~d m co_uph:1-g these 
hydrodynamic equations to chemrcal eqmhbrium are 
carefully explained. After a brief account of shock-~ront 
structure, the analysis of experimental records of v1hra;
tional and chemical relaxation is given : it is a pity this 
section does not include a discussion of the effects of shock 
attenuation on rate measurements. 

The chapter on the production of shock wa~es rightly 
concentrates on gas-driven shock tubes, and mcludes a 
11seful account of deviations from one-dimensional flow due 
to boundary layer formation: the?e often limit the t~mc 
of observation available. After this the methods, mamly 
optical, used to measure the velociJY of the shock and the 
properties of the hot gas are described, T!1e final c!1apter 
aives a detailed account of a few outstandmg experiments 
~hosen to illustrate the range of possible measurements. 

The remaining third of the book is occu~ied by tables 
summarizing shock-tubo work up to tho m1ddl~ of 1~63. 
Each entry gives all tho essential features of the mvcst1ga
tion, object, method, results and comri:ionts. T?~Y. aro 
classified first by the type of investigation: eqmhbrmm 
properties and equation of stato of gases and condensed 
phases, spectra, transport prope~ties, ~ho~k front structure, 
vibrational relaxation and react10n kmetl?s; ~nd seco~dly 
by the substance investigated. The d1vers1ty of h)gh- _ 
temperature topics investigated is matched by the varrnty 
of journals and reports in which the work appears . The 
authors are to be congratulated both on the ?ompleteness 
of these tables and on the skilful way the entnes have been 
prepared and arranged. 

The cover suggests that the book is intended for 
chemists and physicists who wish to apply shock waves to 
their own problems: they will find it a useful guide if they 
are not dissuaded from the technique by the complications 
that become evident in the early chapters. But the m<Jre 
specialized topics will be appreciated by those already 
working in this field, and both active and potential workers 
will find the tables of the greatest value. The volume is 
well produced, and the price is not unreasonable. 

B. P. LEVITT 

PREPARATION AND REACTIVITY 
OF ORGANOSILICON COMPOUNDS 

Synthesis of Organosilicon Monomers 
By A. D. P etrov, B. F. Mironov, V. A. Ponomarenko 
and E. A. Chornyshev. Authorized translation from the 
Russian by C. Nigel Turton and Tatiana I. Turton. Pp. 
492. (New York: Consultants Bureau, 1964.) 22.50 dollars. 

CHEMISTS concerned with silicon polymers will be 
aware of the Russian publications on the relevant 

monomers. To have this essential information presented 
in English not only affords a means of checking items 
and impressions, but also greatly expedites the handing-on 
of knowledge to new postgraduates and to recruits int_o 
an industrial organization. It is a comfort to have thrn 
account of the experiences and views of the Russian 
chemists. 

The use of the term 'monomers' is specific, and labels 
the compounds as precursors to polymers; b_ut the 
chemistry described means much more than this, and 
fortunately the authors have assigned little space to 
polymerization. Rather may the book be consid~red to be, 
a source of information for chemists, college or mdustr1al 
alike, whose interests may not be in silicon polyme1:s
Of more general significance are the reactive centres m 
the monomers, located by no means exclusively at tho 
silicon atom. The influence of the silicon atom on the 
reactivity of atoms or groups, immediately ~r . more 
remotely located, steric effects, and the transm1ss10n of 
electronic effects through the silicon atom, afford truly 
exciting properties for investigation. There~ore this rea~y 
access to vital information on the preparation of a Sel'!es 
of organosilicon compounds hav ing a sJepwise range of 
reactivity is a windfall to many chemists who are not 
specifically committed to silicon polymer~. . . 

There are clear indications of the ava1lab1hty of the 
compounds, either by the usual laboratory facilities, . or 
from commercial sources, and the three long tables deah~g 
with unsaturated organosilicon compound~, aroi:n:atic 
organosilicon monomers, and physical properties of s1h~on 
hydrides, provide a list of the compounds prepared which 
can easily be scanned. . . 

Details are given of tho formation of the ~1-C lm~ 
by organometallic (for example, RMgX), catalytic (Cu-Si 
'direct' synthesis), and pyrolytic procedures . ~y subse
quent processes, other atoms or groups are substituted for 
the reactive ones in the first stage product. Thus aro 
constructed compounds with linkages depicted as follows: 
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